
Aguilar Orduz

I am a Colombian painter with a
career of more than 20 years. I
give all the glory to God
because I can say that art is my
daily life and the greatest
blessing for me and my family.
And if I were born again, I would
choose the same path without
hesitation.
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Evolution of my works through the years
 

MY
PROCESS

I have been in this world of art for many years, which has allowed me to
find my own way. It was not easy, many doors were closed to me, I had
fears, it has been hours of not sleeping, tearing canvases and getting
frustrated over and over again, but the key to success is not giving up.
And even more important to do it for love and motivation, you must love
what you do but also find what drives you, in my case, I was newly married
and my first daughter had just been born, so I had a lot to fight for.

My family has been the greatest gift from
heaven for me and without a doubt the best
work team, without God and without them I
would never have been able to become the
great artist I am today.

MY BEST WORK OF
ART: MY FAMILY



Exhibitions and
newspapers

 

I have been to various
exhibitions throughout my
career, where I have been able
to demonstrate my talents,
create valuable contacts,
expand my horizons and reach
many more hearts.

IN THE
PUBLIC EYE

My art has been specially
recognized for which I am

very grateful, I have
honorably carried the

painter's flag, making the
name of my town,

Piedecuesta, stand high. I
hope to continue taking my

dream much further and
represent not only my city,

but also my country, because
Colombia is a land of

blessings and talents.
 
 



AS LONG AS I LIVE I WILL
NEVER STOP PAINTING
MY DREAMS

My vision of art

Art is my daily bread, it has given
me everything and the pillars to
grow in this world, so I believe that
art is a way of life, something you
get into and never come out again,
once you get to know it it's beautiful.

In art there are many styles and ways of painting,
new trends and fashions are created every day, and
sometimes keeping up is difficult, but art is
something that whether you paint classic, modern
or abstract, it will never go out of style, because for
different tastes, there will always be many colors.

And it is that although I identify with
impressionism, I could not say that that defines me,
I prefer to say that my style is dictated by my heart



MY ART AROUND THE
WORLD 
I have had the pleasure of saying that my art has not only traveled my
Santanderean land and my country Colombia, but it has also been taken to
different parts of the world and exhibitions outside my country.

My art has been in several
recognized exhibitions in

Colombia such as:
The home fair and vintage market
fest in Bogotá, donations of works
to important foundations such as

paper children, fair of 
artists from eastern Colombia in
Bucaramanaga, Casa cultural del

sol in floridablanca and
Piedecuesta mayor's office. My

works have been taken to exhibit in
other places such as the United
States, Canada, Mexico among

others. Apart from the many
paintings that have their home in

places like France, Germany, Italy,
Spain, Argentina, Venezuela,

Aruba, Mexico, Dominican
Republic, Brazil and Chile.
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